Panini at CIAB 2015 Celebrating Five Years in Brazil
Panini, the global market leader in distributed check capture, is participating in CIAB FEBRABAN, one of the world’s
largest financial services events, in São Paulo, Brazil, for the eighth consecutive year.
This year also marks Panini Limitada’s 5th anniversary. Panini has been engaged in the Latin American financial
services market for many years and has experienced growing success. For the 2015 edition of this major event,
Panini is celebrating its office anniversary. The Panini Limitada location has allowed Panini to extend its reach and
understanding of the Latin American market, and to better serve its customers throughout the continent.
At this event Panini will debut its latest offering in the Vision X® range, the Vision 1. This new scanner for checks
and bills is a single feed, high value version of Vision X for highly professional and user-friendly Remote Deposit
Capture or low volume Teller Image Capture applications. Also available for demo at the booth will be the Vision
neXt™, the mI:Deal™, and the Avantor™ scanner monitoring system. The Vision neXt is Panini’s batch capture and
branch transformation platform, delivering robust quality and breakthrough innovations such as an integrated
document auto-alignment system and a 14-line built-in printer for cut sheet receipts, rich check endorsement and
customer-facing cashier’s check personalization. The Panini mI:Deal is the smart, practical, and secure solution for
cost effective and reliable check capture at the POS, easily integrating into existing retail solutions to maximize
functionality and ROI. The mI:Deal may also be used in RDC, teller and mobility applications, thanks to its API-free
wired or wireless connectivity to a variety of hosts such as PCs, tablets and smartphones.
The following strategic partners will be emphasized by Panini at this year’s CIAB event.
TDS Informática, a Brazilian technology leader active in data capture, financial transactions and POS systems will
address the retail, merchant and correspondent bank market segments with their Panini integrated solutions.
Telefonica Global Solutions, one of the largest telecommunications firms in the world, has already launched its
SmartCheck service – including Panini technology – to Brazil and several other Latin American markets to enable
check capture in retail and corporate environments using desktop, traditional POS, and virtual POS (tablet-based)
systems.
“As the global leaders in distributed capture, we are committed to the success of this market and have been
involved from the beginning in many aspects of Brazil’s check truncation legislation,” says Paula Marques Jaeger,
Latin America Account Manager, Panini. “The establishment and growth of important partnerships for Brazil and
the rest of Central and South America allows us to continue to support the industry’s transition to check truncation
while enhancing our market capabilities and expanding the use of Panini technology within strategic areas such as
remote deposit, retail capture, bill payment, and more.”
CIAB FEBRABAN 2015 will take place at the Transamerica Convention Center, São Paulo, Brazil, on June 16-18.
Panini will be exhibiting in booth E17.

